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Humanity will 
change more 
in the next 20 
years than in 
the previous 
300 years





2023: a computer will match the capacity of one human brain,  
2050: one computer will match the capacity of all human brains
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A new relationship of Man and Machine 
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Digital transformation of all industries: “gradually then suddenly”



The future is no longer just an extension of the past



Crucial: hybrid thinking and leading: 1) what is today 2) what might be tomorrow
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The future of business: from products to services to experiences 



Our past successes could very well become huge hurdles to unlocking the future
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We’re at the take-off point on the exponential curve: the next step is 8 not 5!







Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact
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Exponential connectivity, data, intelligence, man-machine convergence 





Intelligent assistance: the low-hanging fruits *
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Media and communication (r)evolutions based on 
intelligent interfaces













90/10 today



“Once we have figured out how to build artificial minds 
with the average human IQ of 100, before long we will 

build machines with IQs of 500 and 5,000” David Gelernter, NYT



The Global Brain is near



Imagine what this will do to (for) your business 



Digitization & Datafication 
Mobilisation & Screenification  
Disintermediation (unbundling) 
Automation (the end of ‘work’) 
Intelligization (IA, AI, Deep Learning) 
Personalisation (Filter Bubble) 
Anticipation  (Prediction) 
Virtualization (cloud-everything)   
Robotization (2nd machine age)

Megashifts



#hellven



“In the next few decades, about 56% of all salaried workers in Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Thailand, and Vietnam could be displaced by automation and advanced technologies, such as 3D printing. 
That’s the conclusion of an extensive series of new studies by the International Labour Organization (ILO)”   

 QZ.com  June 2016

http://qz.com


What should (not) be automated?







How much do you believe in technology?





The danger is not (yet) that machines will rule humanity, 
but that we will give them too much authority, and that we may 

become too much like them, ourselves

gif via TheAtlantic



Magic Manic Toxic

Technology is morally neutral until we apply it (William Gibson)



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek!



Positive Psychology Martin Seligman



Anything that can be digitised and automated, will be…

…but anything that cannot be digitised or 
automated will become extremely valuable 



Because happiness cannot be automated we 
must retain what makes us human…



Algorithms

Androrithms



Computers are for answers - people are for questions (Kevin Kelly)



Embrace technology  - but don’t become it!



CXOs: master exponential technologies but stay on ‘Team Human’



Data | Intelligence | Humanity



“Tomorrow 
belongs to 
those who 
can hear it 
coming” 
David Bowie
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Thanks for your time and attention! 
Download the slides at www.futuristgerd.com
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